Detect Fake Currency, Credit Cards,
Driver’s Licenses and More
Nashua’s Line of Loss
Prevention Products:
Fraud-U-Lite
A full spectrum UV light that helps prove authenticity of U.S.
currency, traveler’s checks, major credit cards and even most driver’s
licenses. It plugs into a standard 110V outlet, giving you an easy
way to inspect products produced with UV ink protection
(including all the documents named above and more!). Pass the
documents under the Fraud-u-Lite beam to detect UV ink markers.
Its small footprint (just 6" x 4" x 3") makes it easy to fit into most
retail environments.
Security stripes in U.S. bills will change color as follows:
$100 bill – red
$50 bill – yellow
$20 bill – green
$10 bill – orange $5 bill – blue

Mini-UV Light
A handy, easy-to-use tool featuring a UV beam to detect security
images or markers embedded in most U.S. currency and on major
credit cards, traveler’s checks and driver’s licenses. It can also detect
UV-sensitive inks printed on custom receipt rolls. Tiny enough to fit
in your pocket, it can even be used as a key chain.

Jumbo Counterfeit Detection Pen
An easy, economical and effective way to avoid fake currency.
Simply make a small mark on the bill and if the ink turns dark
brown or black, the bill is suspect. Retailers then may request
another bill to pay for the purchase. The pen lasts for up to 30,000
impressions and features a specially designed tip to prevent drying
if left uncapped.

UV Marker
An economical and convenient device for tracking documents or
objects. This felt tip marker applies invisible UV ink to money,
merchandise, or any other item which you suspect may be pilfered
by employees or stolen and sold at flea markets or through other
distributors. Use our mini-UV light or any other black light to make
the invisible ink appear.
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More Theft- and Fraud-Deterrent
Products from Nashua
Non-Active Security Labels
3-D Foam Label

Silver Barcode Label

Security Dot shown in
silver (also available in
holographic prism)

Barbell Label shown in
silver (also available in
holographic prism)

An inexpensive yet effective added level of theft protection
for low-end items that don’t warrant the cost of a live
security tab. Small yet noticeable, these tags are proven
deterrents to shoplifters. Easily attached to nearly any
product, they let retailers make impulse-buy items accessible to customers while discouraging amateur shoplifters.

Fingerprint Pad
Identity fraud is a big problem that is only getting bigger. Our
fingerprint pad uses ink developed especially for making smudgefree prints to protect the retailer from thieves who try to pass
counterfeit checks, fake legal documents or use phony identification.
The pad can produce over 20,000 prints for digital scanning and
helps to protect stores from identity scam artists. Its small size
makes it perfect for check-cashing sites, law offices, businesses or
schools where validating identity is essential.

6X Magnifying Loupe
Designed for quick and easy identification of counterfeit printed
documents, the Magnifying Loupe can detect the difference
between a commercial POS matrix 9-pin printer and a counterfeit
receipt printed on an inkjet or 24-pin matrix printer. It also can
identify legitimate documents printed on offset printers vs. counterfeit documents printed on inkjet or laser printers. Its durable metal
and glass construction as well as its compact size (folds
to less than .5") ensure long life.

Laser Lock System
Laser Lock System uses a hand-held laser and a laser-sensitive
compound that is invisible to the human eye except when viewed
under the laser. Laser Lock allows a retailer to quickly determine
whether returned goods were legitimately purchased or stolen.
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